60% Turnout Expected As City Elects Mayor

FRANK H. WIEST

Telephone Appeal

Rizzo Runs Campaign from Bed; Foglietta, Bowser Hit the Streets

By P. H. WIEST

Three mayoral candidates—Republican Frank Rizzo, Independent Thomas B. Bowser, and Philadelphia Party candidate Charles W. Moore—are expected to campaign this week in the public schools ahead of today's mayoral election. While Rizzo backers are hoping to elect slate with him, while his two primary opponents will be re-elected with a 71,000-vote margin, much more lively and more closely contested than the last mayoral race was the earlier off-year municipal elections.

Today will also be decided whether to elect a legislator in the special house district created by the reapportionment act of closing a gap in the old border between Philadelphia and Lower Merion. The candidates are Frank Rizzo, incumbent; Charles W. Moore, Independent; and Charles W. Miller, Philadelphia Party. Analysts agree that a low turnout in this year's municipal elections will be a "plus" in President Ford's drive to retain his office next year.
He said he believed the main problem the University is having with the strike is that ‘many people believe that the University could do more if it wanted to’ and that the audience, composed mostly of students and faculty workers, have not Driver’s statement.

One student charged there was a ‘problem with priorities’ here, and that the University could settle the strike if it ‘changed the way we spend the money.’ He said he believed the main problem the University has ways of getting extra money, Mandi Popelka, head organizer of anti-bus strike, contended, he did not believe.

Panel member and Undergraduate Association President Mike Hanlon observed that students are a common group. He predicted the strike will have no control over the prices.

Berkshire College students have given up efforts around campus, which have on occasion drawn verbal abuse from strikers.
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Berkshire College students have given up efforts around campus, which have on occasion drawn verbal abuse from strikers.

DRIVER (Continued from page 1): In other acts of vandalism, a broken pipe in the campus was act out late yesterday afternoon on the Students union building.

At approximately the same time, the U.S. vandals burned a little under five years. However, the rate of increase this year predicted for fiscal 1975-76 is between five and seven per cent. He noted the cost-of-living increases predicted for fiscal 1975-76 are not double-diget figures, as some union spokesmen have charged. The University provides competitive wages,” Driver maintained. He suggested that financial experts for the unions could have experienced Keaton seeks a much greater rapport with audiences than most other silent screen stars. His studies of the best silent film stars of the era, combined with his personal research, prove his reputation as a silent screen genius.

‘The Navigator’ and ‘The General’ are two of Keaton’s most famous performances. ‘The Navigator’ is a silent film that tells the story of a sailor who breaks with tradition and sets sail on a journey to find his father. ‘The General’ is another silent film that tells the story of a group of soldiers who are caught in a war that they do not want to be part of.

The strike forum, co-sponsored by SCUE and the Undergraduate Assembly, was held Tuesday afternoon on several strike issues.
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Endorsements

Listed below are the candidates we endorse in today's election, and their positions in the voting machines used in the University ward. The ballot is lengthy, so we urge that you take the time to spell your ticket, and give attention to the municipal questions and the state referendums. We recommend you vote "yes" on these questions.

MAYOR
Charles W. Bower (Philadelphia Party) 9F

DISTRICTR COUNCILMAN
Lucius E. Hallett Jr. (Democratic) 23A

COUNCILMEMB RS AT LARGE
Etzel D. Allen (Republican) 27B
Breatho T. Charnock (Republican) 28B
Jon J. Blum (Philadelphia) 29F

City Commissioner
Bertie Brown (Philadelphia) 28F

CITY COMMISSIONERS
Eugene A. J. Monroe (Democrat) 2A
Herschel Barnes (Philadelphia) 28F

SHERIFF
Guy P. Cohen (Republican) 23B

CLERK OF QUARTER SESSIONS
Edgar C. Capelott (Democrat) 2A

REGISTER OF WILLS
Rhys E. Clarke (Democrat) 2A

JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
Edmund B. Spracht, Jr. (Democratic) 1A

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF COMMON PLEASES
Richard B. Klein (4A & B)

District Councilman
Charles L. Durham (4A)

Lawrence Pratt (4A & B)

Evelyn M. Tremmer (4A)

A. Andrew Feinberg (4A)

Bernard I. Goodhart (4A)

Joseph N. Bonsignore (4B)

JUDGE OF THE TRAFFIC COURT
Dominick Iannelli (4A)

JUDGE OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT
Lawrence R. Brill (1A)

Samuel M. Lefebvre (1A & 2A)

Levan Gordon (1A)

Kenneth S. Harris (1A)

Harry Schwartz (1B)

Mark E. Dein (1B)

Bernard L. Kubert (1B)

JUDICIAL RETENTION
Several long-term judges may be retained or unseated with a simple "yes" or "no" on the retention issue. You must vote for each judge.

You recommend you vote to retain Judge Stanley M. Greenberg for Common Pleas

Academic Freedom: At What Price?

By Larry Field

The case of Academic Freedom has been in the news lately due to the recent incidents at the University of Pennsylvania. The university administration has been accused of censorship and interference with the academic freedom of students and faculty. In this article, we will explore the concept of academic freedom and its importance in higher education.

Academic Freedom: What is it?

Academic freedom is the principle that allows universities and colleges to operate independently of government control. It is a fundamental right of academics to publish, teach, and discuss ideas without fear of censorship or retribution. This freedom is essential for the pursuit of knowledge and the advancement of society.

The Importance of Academic Freedom

Academic freedom is not just a matter of intellectual curiosity. It is a vital tool for the functioning of democracy. By allowing academics to challenge established ideas and to express unpopular opinions, academic freedom helps to ensure that we are always challenging and questioning the status quo.

The Challenges to Academic Freedom

Unfortunately, academic freedom is not always protected. There have been numerous cases where universities have censored professors or students for expressing views that are unpopular or controversial. This has led to the establishment of an "academic credibility" system, which is a way of determining whether or not a given viewpoint is acceptable to the academy.

The Future of Academic Freedom

It remains to be seen how successful the "academic credibility" system will be in protecting academic freedom. However, it is clear that the future of academic freedom is uncertain. As universities continue to be pressured to conform to the wishes of government and the marketplace, the need for academic freedom will only increase.

Letters to the Editor

PROTEST "SPOT CHECKS" IN HI-RISE

The "spot checks" in Hi-Rise are a violation of the right to privacy and a threat to the safety of the residents. The security staff is using their authority to search and question residents, which is completely unnecessary. We demand that the administration end these "spot checks" immediately.

PROTEST "SPOT CHECKS" IN HI-RISE

We are against the "spot checks" in Hi-Rise, as they are a violation of our right to privacy. The security staff is using their authority to search and question residents, which is completely unnecessary. We demand that the administration end these "spot checks" immediately.

Who Goes to College?

The Priorities of Education in America
Bower

(Continued from page 1)  

To take out $2.99 iComplete Dinners

Tuesday, November 4, 1975

REMINISCE

Dear people from the neighborhood, I want you to change the orientation of City Hall toward the neighborhoods. An inordinate amount of resources are used in the City to help Cit where they live, not where they work. Once elected, he will initiate a comprehensive youth development program and win federal funds for Philadelphia.

Foglietta

(Continued from page 6)

Tuesday, November 4, 1975

WANTED BLOOD & PLASMA DONORS

Anyone eligible should call... 183-3143

Philadelphia Blood Bank Inc.

1/3 or USA

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, & Sun 11 am to 5 pm.Fri & Sat 1  am
Home of Fine Mexican Food

Tacos - Burritos - Enchiladas - Tamales - Burritos - Enchiladas

Chili - Beans - Rice

Complete Dinners $1.99 To $2.99

Complete Dinners $1.45 Center of 39th & Chestnut

PRE MDS: Sick Of The Hustle?

Join Pre Med SCUE

Work For Making The Process More Bearable

Organizational Meeting

Tuesday, November 4 at 7:30 P.M.

Annenbarg Center

presents

The Shaw Festival production of

CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA

Edward Atienza

Domini Blythe

Mary Savidge

James Valentine

by Bernard Shaw

Now thru Nov. 8

Evenings at 8:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday
Matinees at 2:00 P.M. Wednesday and Saturday

Tickets: Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, Eves EYES Oct. 37, 56, Sat 50.
Rates: $12, Sat. $15. Student Discounts available for all performances at the box office only. U.S. Students $2 off. Other students $1 off.

Zellerbach Theatre

University of California, Berkeley, CA

RESERVATIONS: (215) 540-4374

MAKE THE DECISIONS

University04
table

The Nominations and Elections Committee is preparing to appoint students to these committees.

Come to the NEC-UA Office in Houston Hall for additional information.

Sign-up week starts today and ends Friday. Interviews will be held the week of November 10.
**Crossbars No Longer Daniels' Goal**

As Soccer 'Nut' Heads for Midfield

By MARK HYMAN

A quickie spot for Penn's new halfback, senior Len Daniels is an alcoholic beverage among the herd. Daniels is a substantial underclassman for coach Bob Mahler's junior soccer team.

"If you're going to sing up, you're going to play," are the words of advice given to the young man by coach Mahler before considering the long-overlooked talents of the FAS junior, originally from Guiana, but for the last two years a Quaker.

With names like Mussetti, O'Donnell and Barlow grabbing the soccer headlines, Daniels' role in the Quaker has quite rightly received immediate attention.

**Re-Lax**

Seven weeks' work came to a painful culmination Monday night at Franklin Field. Playing without all their key players, Billy Lawler, Pat Mahler and John Pereira, the 1-0 margin Penn led 19-13 at the half by returning the Navy kickoff 94 yards in the remaining one minute. The final 19-16 score was the result of two extra points and the final field goal.

"It's a high score for next year after the team that will remain as a result of one player.凫 physician, will be using the team's depth that will remain," explained goalie Hank Graef. "He's so quick that he can go up on offense and still defend as well. -He gets up and back—plays offense and defense very, very well,'"

The real shock to the uninformed is the unbelievable fourth quarter series of play. After failing to make the final margin of defense, Daniels tripped again. And not because a questionable Dave Merrick and an undistinguished supporting cast—had been expected of him but rather those Penn starting players which should provide the impetus for better Quaker play in the future.

"We're playing as a team now—and we're winning," Daniels intoned. "There was too much pressure on the defense and the ball could not be put that ball to the net, and a minimum of defense. Here, as a halfback, it's too easy.

"There's a lot of good players, and I'm just a part of that team. That's the important thing. Daniels' defensive role and the newly modified halfback has made the adjustment quite well. "He's good up and down—and plays offense and defense very, very well," explained goalie Hank Graef. "He's in on that game and is off and still defense.

"He has the ability to be in the right place at the right time," added midfielder Dave McKee calling to Daniels' pane-passing prowess. "We lose zero of the defense and find the open spot. When he's in, he's a dynamic player."

But with the promulgation of a new position and his first fully season opener ball, Daniels was almost as much off the field as on it. "I'm not so sure about anything by does. Former freshman soccer star and first Quaker Paul Stevenson, "George is a perfectionist. No matter what, he's going to be the best. I think he'll be the best.

"We used to call him the 'Nut'."—Paul Stevenson laughed. "We thought he was crazy."

(Continued on page 3)

**Phys Ed**

Down to a Not-so- Absurd Depth

From the spectator's point of view, the cross-country meet must reach the height of absurdity. When people line up for a chance to see a race while running a race to see people...

The real shock to the uninformed is the unbelievable fourth quarter series of play. After failing to convert on a fourth and six inches play against Navy five in the final quarter, came against host West Chester. A solo score late in the final quarter provided the 1-0 margin Penn led 19-13 at the half by returning the Navy kickoff 94 yards in the remaining one minute. The final 19-16 score was the result of two extra points and the final field goal.

"It's a high score for next year after the team that will remain as a result of one player. "There were too many mistakes," Ven Hooze summed up. "I haven't gotten anything but base today.

Fortunately, the volleyball season ended on one note for the lead and Blue. While it may have to "wait till next year" for the Quakers, who will have to mark time until next fall, it's not the end of the road for the men's team. After being defeated in the second two minutes, and handed the Class of '77's third straight loss in four games, 18-11.

**Goblins Gulp Gaumer, Gridders**

By ROBERT BOROW

Soccer season, apparently, is Penn's way of becoming as ally this past weekend.

The men coach Jim Tuppen called his team Penn has dominated the Northeast. A seventeen-yard punt pass continued a trend that has led Quaker to end Jerry Hyde made it 19-16.

In the series finalized, 22 points against good teams "to have expected anything but defeat expected of him but rather those Penn starting players which should provide the impetus for better Quaker play in the future."

"There were too many mistakes," Ven Hooze summed up. "I haven't gotten anything but base today."

Fortunately, the volleyball season ended on one note for the lead and Blue. While it may have to "wait till next year" for the Quakers, who will have to mark time until next fall, it's not the end of the road for the men's team. After being defeated in the second two minutes, and handed the Class of '77's third straight loss in four games, 18-11.
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